Happenings at
‘Bukit Subang Denai Alam’
Run Nr.:
Date:
Hare:
Co-Hares:
Runners:
Distance:
Checks:
FROPs:
Time:
Guests:
Returnees:

3715
9th February 2015
Kana Kecil
Mike Moi and Zuric Bee
70
~ 14.7km.
5
Reid Cooper
7.45pm.
Fast and Furious
None

First a word about the trip to the Joint Run in Singapore.
On Sec drove to Singapore on his own. Just after he got to the Kranji Memorial,
some Singapore hashers arrived and soon after our bus also arrived. The door
opened and first rushing out was Tony Maido. Straight to the bushes and eased
himself. Though not is such a rush, almost all others did the same. Apparently they
had a lot to drink and eat and sing and joke and drink even more.
Anyway, it was to be an B to A run. So On sec and Kelvin had to be taken to the A
point where the Singapore hashers were waiting in a bus. All then came in.
We then went up to the memorial wall where our founder, A. S. I. Gispert’s name is
inscribed. Ken Ong, the GM of SHHH read out a synopsis of Gispert and his
founding of the Hash House Harriers. This was followed by a one minute’s silence.
We then went down to the car park and after some instructions, we set off. There
were to be 2 runs, a long one of 10km and a short one of 5km., the break to be
somewhere along the run. It was in light bush, behind houses and into more light
bush. The checks kept everyone together quite well. At the break, a large number
took the short run. It was bit more bush and then on the road back to the run site.
The long run was just more bush and road.
We all came back to beers, softies and munchies.The circle was called and all stood
around in a circle, of sorts. Their 2 Joint Masters conducted the circle. But the
charges were alternated between us and them. Sometime during the circle, a phone
call came from Tony Maido who said he was lost! In Singapore! He was advise to get
a taxi to the runsite.The phone line went dead and there was no more word. After the
circle, he was not back yet. A call to the hotel found him there, safe and sound.
All were led to Mandai to a restaurant for the dinner. This was a noisy affair with
more beer. The Mother Hash boys, except On Sec, went on their hotel in Geylang.

The next morning, the SHHH hosted a brunch. It was a very enjoyable morning and
if not for the fact they had to return to Kl, they might have spent the entire afternoon
and evening there.
It was great trip, plenty of fun on the bus to and fro, good run, good circle and good
dinner, not to mention the brunch.
THANK YOU SINGAPORE HASH HOUSE HARRIERS!!
And now back to our usual Monday run. The same old area can pull a lot of surprises
as it did today. Everyone expected an easy run in this familiar area. But it was not to
be, what with Zuric Bee being the mastermind.
The trail took the usual path behind the sewage house and down the steep slope to
the stream. Across the stream, On Sec found the first check. This was broken to the
left and led up to the flat area on the top. It then led to a track downwards to the right
where there was a check. This took a while to break. So long a while that some
turned back. After that it was just a long and winding trail that took some 14km.,
many returning in the dark.
Hashers returned to fried fish goes down well with the beers. The caterer then
served fried mamak mee with mutton pieces as well as horse gram (kachang kuda).
Circle was called and long missing Dave Settergren was the willing butler.
The hare and his co-hare were up and given a good run verdict.
On cash made his plea and complained about the poor collection for the day.
The guest, Fast and Furious was up and welcomed with a drink.
Interhash was up and gave run down of the financial result of the trip to Singapore.
Tony Maido was not around but Super Old Man was his stand-in for the advetures
he had.
The Bomoh was Russell. Mother’s boys were the front runners at the Joint Run. He
called up Super Old Man, Ah Meng and Lim Kim Hai. Slow runner was Tony Maido.
He is a Japanese tour guide and sine he was not around, Dexon, another guide was
up.
It was hot in Singapore. One guy was not hot. Not at the Memorial, not on the run or
the next day. But he was really hot in the hotel, or rather at the hotel. But it was his
fault, as he had sent the wrong guest list to the hotel, causing a lot of confusion.
Hardy was up.
Soh Ooi Yeong was up to display his Joint Run shirt, which included the words
‘UNITED 20 YEARS’ Bomoh was upset. He agreed to the blue ‘Chelsea’ colour,
being a supporter, he therefore hated the word United as it related to Manchester
and Leeds. He had to blame the Singaporeans for this but before he could call, Dave
Settergren got on the box.
While Singapore had good beer wallahs, we had a better one, getting our boys to
drink up all the time on the bus. Lim Kim Hai.

Young Hew was called but he was still showering. He had fallen asleep on the bus
with mouth wide open and Leong and Lim Kim Hai were popping peanuts into his
mouth. Hallelujah had a tissue up his nose. Slipper Lin was the look alike.
Albert Ting, Andy Lau (Frankie) and Leonard Loh (Young Yap) were up for sending
messages to Russell on the Facebook.
Charges were opened to the floor.
Hardy got Danny Lim up. After a lot of announcements not to leave things behind, he
left his shoes behind. It was a new pair so got the usual drink,
Steven Leong was up for because his unmentionable did not let him go.
Arthur got Opera, David Hirst, Russell and hardy for being good singers on the trip.
Opera called for Barry (Russell). The boys on the bus drank more than the quota and
more had to be bought. There were 13 pee stops. But on the way back Barry did not
want to stop. Because he had a date with an unmentionable.
Don came up and said that 3 champions were looking for a better way to do the run.
They walked along and met the hare. He had sent the co-hare ahead. The 3 then
took a different trail and looking back, the hare was following them! Kana was up.
The circle ended and the On On was on site. Delicious chicken biryani, mutton curry,
cucumber and pineapple salad and a gravy with muttons bones, potatoes and horse
gram.
Good long run, good circle and great food. Thanks to the hare.
PIX OF THE RUN

